Histories of Gender Non-Conformity
This week we offer a selection of material documenting the histories, considering the experiences,
celebrating the possibilities, and depicting the discriminations against gender non-conforming people
and communities. Among these are early printed books on the history of sex work and performance,
outsider critiques of gender non-conformity that reveal the destabilizing power of defying traditional
binaries, and celebrations of queer and gender-fluid identity and sexuality written by members of
those communities.
Peruse, and reach out if there is something that is a complement to your collection – we are always
happy to work on terms that fit libraries’ fiscal year needs, and are particularly flexible on invoicing
and shipping given the closures affecting some acquisitions departments. In the event that you have
specific collecting goals and would like to discuss them with us, we invite you to reach out via phone
or email Tuesday-Saturday when our liaison to institutional clientele is on site.
All items subject to prior purchase.
Descriptions of all items are abbreviated. For full descriptions and images, or to access our full
inventory, please visit WhitmoreRareBooks.com.
For inquiries and orders, please contact Miranda directly:
miranda@whitmorerarebooks.com or 626-714-7720
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Among the few surviving contemporary resources on the history of castrati and the very
public debates seeking to regulate their bodies
1. [Ancillon, Charles].
Eunuchism Display'd. Describing all the different Sorts of Eunuchs; the
esteem they have met with in the world and how they came to be made so...
London: Printed for E. Curll, 1718. First edition in English. Contemporary
panelled calf, rebacked with original spine laid down. Measuring 155 x
95mm and collating: [2], v-xxiv, 240, 12: conforming to ESTC, without the
preliminary blank and including publisher's catalogue to the rear. Early
bookseller's label of Robert Akenhead of Newcastle on Tyne (1722-1751)
on the front pastedown. Offsetting to pastedowns, and small paper repair
to outer margin of front endpaper; occasional contemporary notations and
a smudge to page xxiii, else internally clean and pleasing. A translation of
Robert Samber's Traite des Eunuques, it is one of the few surviving
contemporary resources on the history and social positions of the Italian
castrati.
Released by the pornographic publisher Edmund Curll, Eunuchism
Display'd did more than simply titillate English readers by presenting them
with an exoticised body that defied binary gender. It also preserved the
history of a people now oft forgotten, whose lives and identities were shaped
very publicly by acts committed on the most intimate parts of their bodies
in order to pleasure others. "During the 18th century, Italian vocal music was dominated by the voices of castrati...the
stimulus to preserve the pre-pubertal male voice into adult life by castration had, in the first place, come from the
Church of Rome in the late 16th century...but the main reason for the rise in popularity of the castrato voice was the
coming of opera to the Italian musical scene...By the first half of the 18th century opera had spread from the great
centers of Naples, Venice, and Rome to many European cities including London, where the top visiting castrati were
regarded as international stars able to command enormous fees" (Jenkins).
Ancillon traces the tradition of eunuchism from the ancient world to his own present day, never shying from the
role Catholic officials played in the practice. He preserves information about methods of castration -- without which
we could "not really know how they were operated on or what the effects were" (Rosselli). Ancillon also appends to
this record a debate about the gender identities of castrati, Church arguments on whether they should be permitted
to marry, and to whom. "Canon law forbade them from getting married...they were forbidden from becoming
priests...they were prevented from serving in governmental posts or the military" and in the absence of options
following retirement, "it was not unusual for some castrati to become the sexual favorites of high ranking Church
prelates" (Mickens). In this, Eunuchism Display'd fulfills the promise of its title: it fully exposes that when castrati
exited the stage, their bodies were still treated as public property to be regulated and controlled rather than individual
and autonomous. Eunuchism is thus part of a larger and ongoing matrix shaping institutional reactions to those
whose existence undermines rigidly prescribed notions of gender. As the Church today condemns LGBTQ+
peoples, it becomes clear, again, that institutional rejection of these communites is tied to power and exploitation.
"The production of castrati happened within a Catholic context that the hierarchy was able to control and from
which it could benefit, whereas transgender people are a 'secular phenomenon' based on...the ability of the individual
to craft one's own identity" (Mickens).
ESTC T75792. (4228)

$1,500

The first attempt at a comprehensive history of prostitution published in English
2.
Anonymous.
An Essay Towards a General History of Whoring. From the Creation of
the World...and from Thence to the Present Year 1697.
London: Richard Baldwin at the Oxford Arms, 1697. First edition.
Finely bound in full crushed morocco by Sangorski & Sutcliffe. All edges
speckled red. Early bookseller's description tipped in at front endpaper.
Retaining initial and terminal blanks. With "Vol I" to title (ESTC notes
a variant first edition "lacking Vol I" but notes no priority). Pages 107110 a bit proud; small tear to lower corner of pages 273-274 and small
marginal stain to pages [5-8] and 287, neither affecting text. Internally
unmarked and surprisingly fresh. Measuring 180 x 110mm and collating
[24], 318: complete. A scarce piece institutionally and in trade, we have
been unable to locate any earlier example in English of a comprehensive
history of the sex trade. ESTC reports copies at only 7 institutions. It
has appeared at auction only three times in the past 40 years, with the
present being the only copy on the market.
The earliest attempt in English to create a comprehensive history of the
sex trade, during a period when sex workers were most frequently
reduced in print to bawd characters in literature, stand-ins for targets of
political or religious tracts, or the subjects of legal treatises. A General History purports to record thousands of years
of the profession, across cultures, regions, and religions; as might be expected, however, the anonymous author
approaches the subject from a heavily Judeo-Christian perspective. "The Original of the Crime which is the Subject
of the following Sheets must necessarily be deduced from the Sin of our first Parents." Indeed, the first 133 pages
are dedicated to examining Biblical narratives in which men from Adam, to Noah, to Lot were led astray by lustful
women in their lives. As the author shifts to the world of Roman history and mythology, a new attitude develops.
Here are increasing acknowledgements of the sexual violence frequently enacted on female and on gender nonconforming bodies; the outcomes of sullied reputations leading to limited options for survival within the social
structure; and the complicity of men in power as patrons of the sex trade. It is certainly not a progressive examination.
The author struggles between religious intolerance for and fetishization of the sex work he documents. But as an
initial contribution, A General History suggests that sex workers should be present and integrated into European
history rather than erased.
ESTC R217877. Wing E3296A. Fine. (4305)

$15,000

In satirizing one of London's most successful courtesans, a poem reveals how she socially
constructed her power
3. [Fisher, Kitty] [Thompson, Edward].
The Courtesan.
London: J. Harrison in Covent Garden, 1765. First edition. Contemporary
panelled calf with gilt to spine and boards. All edges marbled. Marbled
endpapers. Rubbing and shelfwear to spine and front board with some
chipping and loss along edges; front joint and front hinge cracked but
textblock holding tightly, and rear tender. Bookplate of J.O. Edwards to
front pastedown. Internally fresh and wide-margined, measuring 265 x
210mm. Collates [2], 48: bound without half title, else complete. A scarce
representation of London's sex workers, who were made more infamous
by the Harris' List of Covent Garden Ladies, ESTC reports only 11 copies.
In the past century, it has appeared only twice at auction; the present is the
only copy on the market.
Edward Thompson's position as a satirist "has drawn the attention of
commentators from Dr. Johnson to modern times," and as his "verse and
prose was generally in the manner of his declared mentors, the ancients
Horace and Juvenal and Ovid...his targets were frequently political, and ad
hominem as much as general" (Bibliographic Society). Fascinated as Thompson was by tropes of metamorphosis, it
is no wonder that he was drawn in the present poem to consider Kitty Fisher, one of the courtesans listed in the
Harris' List of Covent Garden Ladies. The premier 18th century guide to London's sex trade, it offered readers the
names, biographies, locations, prices, and specialties of the city's most infamous sex workers. Both a source for
practical information as well as the foundation of a range of pornographic fantasies, in the guide's pages, sex workers
"become so many things" and "the women described seem at times to undergo all of Ovid's Metamorphoses. Men,
too, are transformed, though chiefly by implication" (Denlinger).
Among "the most celebrated women" in her field, Kitty Fisher was categorized in Harris' List alongside other
"Covent Garden Characters and Reigning Celebrities." Yet her entry stands out among the others, for instead of
including her biography and expertise, the publisher (notably the same as Thompson's) includes a letter allegedly
from the lady herself, bribing him to withhold her personal details. This elision puts Kitty Fisher in a position of
power on a practical level; she neither commits to nor denies any activity, and those who seek her services gain an
equal level of discretion. On a fantasy level, it also makes her a blank screen onto which readers can cast their own
desires. Thompson's poem capitalizes on this potential for metamorphosis; as he satirizes Kitty, her courtesan
community, and the clients who seek them out, he highlights just how varied Kitty's identity performances can be.
A wanton Amazon, a Daphne, a Europa, a Penelope -- regardless which role a man wants her to play, the only
consistent demand is that she perform desire. To openly admit or focus on her own body as a commodity is to knock
the ego and threaten the virility of her partner: "Great as a pleasure, vulgar as a trade. Her I despise, whose prostituted
mind Is more to money, than her joy inclin'd." Leaving acts and prices unwritten, Kitty's mysterious entry in the list
opens the door to this fiction as well.
ESTC T74546. (4227)

$2,950

The first biography of gender non-conforming preacher Public Universal Friend,
whose sect urged abolition and gender equality in early America
4. [Public Universal Friend] Hudson, David.
History of Jemima Wilkinson.
Geneva, New York: S.P. Hull, 1821. First edition. Original printed
boards rebacked to style, overall with some rubbing and soiling.
Endpapers renewed. Edges uncut. Bookplate of Edward G. Miner
to front pastedown. Internally with the expected toning for the era,
but overall pleasing, clean and unmarked. Measuring 180 x 110mm
and collating x, 11-208, xx: complete including rear appendix. Scarce
and important, it is the first full length biography of the gender nonconforming preacher known as Public Universal Friend. Of the 7
copies that have appeared at auction in the past 65 years, only three
have been in the original boards and most with significant damage.
Housed in a brown buckram slipcase.
"On 11 October 1776, family and friends were startled to discover
that the person they had known as Jemima Wilkinson, a twentythree year old Quaker woman from Rhode Island, had been, upon
recovering from what looked like a fatal illness, reborn as the Public
Universal Friend. A divine, genderless spirit had taken the body of
'an unremarkable person who lived in an unremarkable corner of
early America'...The Public Universal Friend's embrace of male and
female attributes would be a cause of wonderment -- and consternation -- for the next four decades" (Roberts).
Beginning in the First Great Awakening, with followers keeping the movement alive for forty years and into the
Second Great Awakening, the gospel Public Universal Friend preached was activist, abolitionist, and free from
gender hierarchies. Socially involved, particularly in the Philadelphia area, the movement nevertheless also sought
"sanctuary in the wilderness where they could live apart from the gendered conventions shaping early national
America...west of Seneca Lake they established a community where women could be heads of households, limit their
childbearing...and even remain single and celibate instead of becoming wives and mothers if they so chose" (Roberts).
The resulting Faithful Sisterhood faced blowback from traditional churches and their white male leadership, who
had no place in Public Universal Friend's social reorganization. And thus charges of blasphemy, accusations of
lechery among the women, and questions of ownership of the land on Seneca Lake troubled the movement. The
present work, which continually misgenders and dead names the Public Universal Friend is therefore important for
capturing and preserving the lengths to which traditional church leaders went to undermine the Friend and their
message. Written by a major detractor -- indeed, the lawyer hired to undermine the Friend's estate -- the biography
provides us with a record of the methods Hudson and his ilk used to attack an individual, a community, and a
movement centered outside the binaries so clung-to in traditional Christianity then and now.
(4254) $4,250

Victorian pornography that centers women and queer people's sexual pleasure in defiance of the wider
genre's violent heteronormative fantasies
5. Suckit, Mary.
Yvonne, or the Adventures and Intrigues of a French Governess and her Pupils. A
Real Tale Translated from the French.
London and Paris: [N.P.], 1898. First edition. Original printed wraps, in exceptional
condition with some chipping and tears along the spine; in all a complete copy that
is square, firm, and bright. While the title page presents the erotic pseudonym of a
woman who purportedly translated this "real tale" from French, OCLC lists Marie la
Goule's Yvette as being released later than the present work, in 1908. Based on "the
lack of references [to an earlier French edition] in clandestine catalogues of the
period, or in the catalogues of libraries and private collections," Kearney concludes
in his bibliography that the novel was of English origin with the French "original"
instead being "a publisher's promotional gimmick." Copies are of the first edition are
quite scarce institutionally, with OCLC listing only 4 of the present. Of its four
appearances in the modern auction record, two of these were in large lots of historical
erotica. The present is the only example on the market.
Often described, on the surface at least, as "a medium for expressing norms about
male power and domination" and for responding to everyday sexual repression,
Victorian pornography is a complex genre whether it fits or defies this definition
(Diamond). Like the novel, it experienced a market boom during the period; it offered
opportunities for readers of all genders to illustrate, give into, and resist the strict
guidelines around them (Weeks). While much published material emphasized the rape, abduction, or subordination
of women for a male readership, other fantasies also existed (Joudrey). Their preservation in works such as "Mary
Suckit's" Yvonne allow us to consider how literacy and expendable income created a much wider readership that
demanded access to erotic content aimed at their interests. Released under a female pseudonym, titled under a female
name, and narrated from the perspectives of two female characters, Yvonne unabashedly centers women's desires,
physical pleasure, and sexual exploration. Opening with the titular character's self-discovery of masturbation, the
book's pages from then on depicts women's pursuit of every form of intercourse not for procreative purposes but
for self-satisfaction -- whether it happens alone, with other women, with men, or in groups. The graphic realism of
what happens to bodies during sex acts -- potentially educational for women and queer readers rarely presented with
relevant sexual facts -- is included as a key part of the experience rather than something embarrassing or shameful.
In defiance of the genre's promotion of rape culture and heteronormativity, Yvonne depicts every character as
curious and autonomous, and every sex act as more exciting for its participants' enthusiastic consent.
Kearney 86. Near Fine. (4535)

$2,250

The first novel by a Japanese American author, and a landmark in queer fiction
6.
[Yone Noguchi] Miss Morning Glory.
The American Diary of a Japanese Girl.
New York: Frederick A. Stokes Company, 1902. First edition. Original half
bamboo mat over pictorial boards, retaining its bright colors and gilt. Small
splits to lower front joint and upper rear joint; much of the bamboo to the
spine rubbed away as usual. Hinges somewhat tender but holding firm. Gift
inscription on the front endpaper written by the sister-founders of the Primrose
Bindery: "Wishing Rupert & Lillian a very Happy Christmas with all our love,
Annie L. Prat. May Rosina Prat. December 1902." Internally complete and
pleasing. A work that has become scarce, likely owing to the delicacy of its
binding, OCLC reports fewer than 50 surviving in libraries, it has not sold at
auction since 1924. The present is the only example on the market.
"The first American novel by a writer of Japanese ancestry, The American Diary
of a Japanese Girl is a landmark of modern American fiction and JapaneseAmerican transcendentalism. First published in 1902, Yone Noguchi's novel
describes the turn-of-the-century adventures of Tokyo belle Miss Morning
Glory in a first person narrative that the New York Times called 'perfectly
ingenuous and unconventional.' Initially published as an authentic journal, the
Diary was later revealed to be a playful autobiographical fiction written by a
man. No less than her creator, Miss Morning Glory delights in disguises,
unabashedly switching gender, class, and ethnic roles. Targeting the American
fantasy of Madame Butterfly, Noguchi's New Woman heroine prays for
'something more decent than marriage'" (Franey).
In many ways, Miss Morning Glory and her creator are reflections of each other; both question social definitions
imposed upon them, pressing for a more complex and less binary understanding of individuality and humanness.
Yone Noguchi, the son of a sculptor, lived in the United States from 1893-1904. During that time he was "an
immigrant and a student-laborer who came to America in hopes of becoming an English language poet. He was very
much connected with the Japanese American community...but at the same time really wanted to 'belong' in America.
He had no idea about the kind of racism and Orientalism he would face" (Sueyoshi). His isolation and feelings of
difference were both heightened and assuaged through his romantic and sexual relationships. A bisexual man, he
engaged in a longterm affair with the poet Charles Warren Stoddard as well as with two white women, Ethel Armes
and Leonie Gilmour before marrying Matsu Takeda. Near Fine.
(4414)

$1,950
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